Goals for Each Subject
Grab a pack of Office Depot® Brand Index Cards in Assorted Pastels (item 839878) and display the color code. Give each student a set of index cards in the colors shown; have students write their goals for each subject on the matching color. Hole punch each set and slide it onto an Office Depot® Brand Loose-Leaf Ring (item 401199). Students can review their individual goals at a moment’s notice.

Step-by-Step Action Plans
When a student’s goal needs to be broken down into smaller steps, try this. Have the student draw several stair steps on a sheet of Office Depot Brand Graph Filler Paper (item 338012). Help the student label the steps with mini goals that lead to the larger goal. Now the goal seems doable!

Tracking Success
Keep students working toward their goals with these motivating suggestions.

Paper Clip Chains
What’s the link between colorful paper clip chains and student goals? The chains are visual reminders of the success students are experiencing! Keep a container of colorful paper clips, such as Sparco Vinyl-Coated Gems (item 550648), on your desk. When a student shows progress toward a goal, invite him or her to take a paper clip to add to the chain.

Tracking Treasure
The prospect of treasure is sure to keep students on track with their goals. Hand out Eureka Treasure Hunt Mini Reward Charts (item 260460) to students. Use the stickers to reward the students’ goal-related efforts. When a student reaches the treasure, reward him or her with a special privilege or small prize.
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